WHAT THE TECH?
Cicero/AMO / April 2020

Hello! Welcome to the second edition of WHAT THE TECH? If this is first time you’re seeing

this then to bring you up to speed, WHAT THE TECH? is Cicero/AMO’s regular newsletter
focused on all things tech and FinTech.
In our second update, we take a look at what the current COVID-19 crisis means for the tech
and FinTech sector as well as what this pandemic could mean for the UK’s future tech agenda.
As working from home becomes the new normal, we also give our advice on how to ensure
your remote working communication strategies are best implemented.
As ever, we hope you enjoy our thoughts and insights. If you wish to discuss anything you’ve
read here further or want to see how to Cicero/AMO’s tech team might be able to support your
business, please get in touch.
Luke Seaman - Director of FinTech
Luke.Seaman@cicero-group.com
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1. REMEMBER THE BUDGET?
By Euan Ryan & Luke Seaman

Do you remember the March Budget? It happened a few
weeks ago, serving as a kind of long-lost memento to
what this Government would have been had it not been
blindsided by ‘events’.
It was touted as being a ‘big one’; the first real political
test of the Government and its new-found 80 seat majority,
and newly appointed Chancellor Rishi Sunak. It didn’t
disappoint. The March Budget certainty had a lot in there
for us followers of tech and innovation policy. While we
were all beginning to get excited about how some of this
would be rolled out, understandably most of what was
announced is now on pause. However, we fully expect the
Government to return to this agenda once we’re through
the worst of this crisis. In the meantime, we take a look
at some of the key measures and announcements that
caught our eye...
Level Up… It’s been a while since we’ve heard the phrase,
‘level up’, but in February one couldn’t get far without
hearing about the Government’s ambitious plans for the
UK’s regions. One such way the Government wished to
achieve its ‘levelling up’ was in R&D, with plans to increase R&D investment to £22 billion per year by
2024/25, with a goal of achieving Government investment of 0.8 per cent of GDP by 2025, and economy
wide investment of 2.4 per cent of GDP by 2027. Also as prefaced in the last What the Tech?, the rate of
R&D Expenditure Credit will increase to 13 per cent, and the Government will consult on including data
and cloud computing as qualifying R&D tax credit costs.
ARPA... This R&D ambition worked in concert with Dominic Cummings’ ambitions to create a UK ARPA –
similar to the US’ DARPA – or in not-so-simple terms, an ‘Advanced Research Projects Agency’. techUK
welcomed the proposals, saying that it could “fundamentally change the Way R&D is done in this country”,
but – as raised in the previous What the Tech? – some academics question the need for wholesale
institutional reform in this area.
A not so entrepreneurial relief... But hold on; bad news for “entrepreneurs” as the Entrepreneurs’ Relief
lifetime limit was cut from £10 million to £1 million and rebranded as the catchy ‘Business Asset Disposal
Relief’. Why? Because it was “expensive, ineffective and unfair” according to the Chancellor.
FinTech and crypto... Open Finance and the future of payments will remain the big themes in FinTech for
the foreseeable. As such, HM Treasury is planning a consultation on the payments regulatory landscape,
and a further review into how data, building on Open Banking, can be opened up across the wider sector.
The mention of a much broader ‘FinTech Review’ which will be led by the Bank of England Non-Exec (and
former Worldpay CEO) Ron Kalifa OBE, also got us very excited.
The long-running ambition to build legitimacy around cryptoassets continues, with plans to broaden the
scope of financial promotions regulation to include these products. A further consultation on the broader
regulatory approach to cryptoassets and stablecoins is planned for later in the year.
Run DST... After much deliberation and not-so-veiled threats from our US counterparts, the UK agreed to
move forward with introducing a Digital Services Tax – consisting of a 2 per cent tax on the revenues of
search engines, social media services and online marketplaces which derive value from UK marketplaces.
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Though tech companies have come under significant criticism for what has been described as a
“shameless” attempt to exploit the pandemic to avoid the tax, their concerns over the impact of the tax
are not unfounded.
But...so what?
It is right to believe the majority of work streams and initiatives discussed above will be pushed into the
long grass for the foreseeable future, with Ministers, SpAds and Officials reappointed to dealing with the
immediate response to COVID-19. While the message remains that business as usual work will continue
behind the scenes, it is difficult to imagine this moving forward with any pace before at least Q3 2020.
That being said, the Budget remains relevant in its setting of long-term direction of travel, and much
of it – particularly regarding efforts to raise revenue and modernise regulations – will apply as things
(hopefully) return to normal over the mid to long term. What is less certain, however, is the level to which
the Government will be able to move forward with its bold plans for regional investment given the massive
cost of its COVID-19 economic support package, and the fall in tax receipts expected from the disruption.
The priorities for the tech and FinTech sectors have also shifted. Although challengers, FinTechs and
alternative lenders were not eligible to lend through the Government’s initial package of support measures
for struggling businesses, the sector has quickly rallied. Understandably, the Government focused first on
getting schemes up and running, which meant relying on traditional lenders. However, the British Business
Bank announcement that non-traditional lenders and FinTechs are now eligible to become lenders with the
Government schemes is extremely welcome. This is yet another signaling that the FinTech sector is in fact
now mainstream. For the FinTechs, being included in such schemes will have a positive impact that lasts
far beyond this present pandemic.
Beyond FinTech, the broader tech sector has largely had a ‘good’ crisis so far, providing solutions to
many of the broad societal issues faced by individuals and businesses (such as video conferencing for
both work and pub quiz purposes). The big techs and largescale holders of our personal data have also
been brought in from the cold during this crisis, with many policymakers realising the power of big data in
helping find a vaccine for COVID-19.

Next article overleaf: New policy and regulation and the impact of COVID-19
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2. NEW POLICY AND REGULATION AND THE IMPACT OF COVID-19
By Euan Ryan & Luke Seaman
Beyond the Budget, a slew of policy developments and
new regulatory proposals have been pushed into the latter
half of the year as a result of COVID-19.
The FCA... The financial services sector grasped the scale
of the crisis early, with regulators quickly prioritising two
core functions: protecting consumers and maintaining
market functionality. As such, the vast majority of ongoing
consultations not deemed critical were delayed until
October. The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)’s Business
Plan – published this month - rightly gave significant focus
to the uncertain financial impact of COVID-19. Beyond
this, it recognised the increasing consumer reliance on
data, committing to further work in understanding the
consequences of this across financial services markets,
and to learning how the FCA can leverage such data to
become a more efficient regulator. A related consultation
delayed in the wake of COVID-19 was that on the future of
Open Finance. Open data initiatives will undoubtedly play a
major role in the future of financial services in the future (and
other sectors for that matter) and interest in the matter from
the broader policymaker landscape will surely grow.
Payments... First announced by the then Chancellor Phillip Hammond in June 2019, we’re still eagerly
awaiting the launch of HM Treasury’s review of the UK payments landscape. While the Government’s
intention to go ahead with the review was reiterated at the Budget in March, clearly its commencement is
now going to be delayed. However, with payments listed as one of the FCA’s top priorities within its recent
Business Plan (see above) and with the Bank of England also pushing for reform following its Future of
Finance review last year, we can expect this to be a top (post-COVID-19) priority for HM Treasury and as
if to demonstrate the seriousness now placed on this policy area, HM Treasury have established a new
department solely focused on FinTech and Payments. Relatedly, the FCA has committed to exploring
payments firms offering bank-like services that have so far evaded similar levels of regulation.
Online harms... The UK is undoubtedly taking a world-leading role in online harms by approaching the
topic holistically, but one does begin to question when we will start to see tangible developments in this
space. The Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport (DCMS) is one of the few departments not
entirely saturated by the COVID-19 response – like, say, the Department for Business, Energy & Industrial
Strategy (BEIS) – so maybe officials are furiously working behind the scenes to move forward in this
space in the coming months.
Whilst we’re on DCMS... Let’s talk about the BBC. Not strictly tech but under the remit of the relevant
Department; prior to COVID-19, the BBC was set for a tough time, with Government and Parliamentarians
alike lining up to disseminate ominous overtones on its future. Fast forward two months and venerable
British institutions – such as the BBC - have proven an invaluable resource for children and adults alike.
Will policy makers be so quick to disparage the network in light of this new political landscape?
Digital identity... The Government’s consultation on Digital Identity paved the way for the creation of a
Digital Identity Unit, which though announced in March’s Budget, is thought to have been working away
behind the scenes for some time now. The COVID-19 crisis should fuel developments in this area when
‘normality’ resumes, with the increased applications to the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP)
highlighting (more) significant flaws in the Verify system. Further, the creation of ‘immunity certificates’
- the subject of much discussion in the US and UK - depends on robust digital identity processes,
providing an opportunity for market leaders to engage proactively with Government.
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3. HOW BRANDS ARE HELPING AMONG THE COVID-19
PANDEMIC
By Kris Makuch

“Unprecedented, unprecedented, unprecedented.”
The world is different now. We sit in makeshift homeoffices looking professional from the waist up, staring
down webcams into other people’s living rooms talking
about the weekends-that-never-really-felt-like-weekends.
It’s a massive behaviour shift across the world and
everyone is doing what they can to support keyworkers;
brands included.
This is a challenging time for companies. The usual ‘make
money-money, make money-money-moneyyy’ attitude
need not apply. COVID-19 is not a marketing opportunity
and brands now need to step-up and support in meaningful
ways.
Tech companies are in a unique position during the crisis
as they can be nimble, agile and transition their services to
help society for the greater good.
We’ve picked out our favourite instances where brands
have supported during the outbreak.
UK Finance - Contactless spending increase
UK Finance announced that contactless card payments
are being increased from £30 to £45. The increase in the
contactless limit was already being considered by the
payments industry but the changes are being introduced
more quickly as part of the industry’s response to the
COVID-19 outbreak to support consumers who choose to
pay using contactless and to help reduce the spread of the
virus by hand-to-hand transmission. The aim is to alleviate
some pressure from live transactions ensuring payments are
speedy, reducing waiting times in essential stores.
Stephen Jones, CEO of UK Finance, said: “The payments industry has been working closely with retailers
to be able to increase the contactless payment limit to help customers with their shopping at this critical
time for the country.”
Uber and Deliveroo - Free delivery and transport
The ride-hailing app Uber and takeaway app Deliveroo have announced that they are offering free trips
and meals to key NHS workers.
Uber is offering 200,000 rides worth up to £15 and 100,000 free meals worth up to £10 and Deliveroo is
delivering 500,000 hot dishes to NHS Trusts.
Further to food delivery Uber also now looking into grocery delivery as they look to partner with
supermarkets as their own delivery services become overwhelmed.
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Netflix & Disney+ - Recalibrating schedules and technical specifications
During the pandemic the use of streaming services has
skyrocketed as people look to the likes of Netflix and Disney+
for entertainment. To keep up with the demand, these
services have agreed to reduce the quality of their content in
order to ensure that consumers can still use their services as
ISP networks are pushed to their limits. This slight reduction
in programme playback means that people can still watch
their favourite show without interruption.
Programme schedules have also been reworked as Disney+
bring forward key releases so that people have new content to watch some of which have been switched
from cinema release to online release instead.
BrewDog and Ineos - Product transitions
One of the major contagion pathways for the Coronavirus is
hand to mouth. Hand sanitisers prevent this however, there is
currently a critical shortage of hand sanitisers across Europe.
Independent brewer BrewDog and petrochemicals
manufacturer Ineos have reorganised their production lines
to produce hand sanitiser.
Both companies are providing the product free to hospitals.
BrewDog’s founder, James Watt, announced that the company had started producing sanitiser to help
with shortages. “We are determined to do everything we can to try and help as many people as possible
stay safe,” he said.
BrewDog saw a slight backlash when people thought they were selling the product instead of offering it
for free, however this was then cleared up following clearer communications.
Prepare, rethink and stay agile
The brands mentioned all have key principles in common. They are all preparing and planning, rethinking
existing models and strategies and moving forward with flexibility.

Next article overleaf: Zoom, Teams and WhatsApp; How to keep communications
simple when working from home
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4. ZOOM, TEAMS AND WHATSAPP; HOW TO KEEP
COMMUNICATIONS SIMPLE WHEN WORKING FROM HOME
By Kris Makuch

As companies roll out working-from-home policies amid
the COVID-19 outbreak, the behaviours and methods
in which stakeholders, associates, partners and clients
access information will naturally change as people adapt to
new workflows. In the transition to remote-working during
the stabilisation of business and workflow, digital media is
now the primary source of information and communication.
As people work from home their online habits have
naturally adapted to find alternative means of accessing
information through smartphones, tablets and laptops. It
is therefore necessary for organisations to re-think their
communication strategies in-line with new behavioural
expectations.
But how?
Working backwards we can identify key principles to
implement.

The following trends are clear*:
•
•
•
•

Time spend on digital channels has increased.
Video usage has increased.
Short video has sky-rocketed and maintains elevated daily active users and viewing times.
Social media usage has increased.

As video and social media become the primary vehicles of information, content should be developed with
the end-user in mind and reflect a more digital-led approach. Content should be syndicated and packaged
in ways that are optimised for appropriate digital channels. The underlying challenge of this ‘digital-first
strategy’ is that technology cannot match the personal approach of face-to-face meetings and events.
Therefore, all measures must be addressed to provide streamlined and efficient communications that
utilise all tools available and deliver your messages in an engaging manner.
We recommend creating and adapting content for the following mediums to maximise engagement
through digital media:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Animation and video;
Graphics / Infographics;
Webinars;
Podcasts;
Downloadable White-Papers; and
Personalised email newsletters based on affiliation segmentation.

To utilise the higher social usage and counter the trend for lower time usage, a more targeted approach is
required to ensure that audiences see relevant posts and read important updates.
Prioritise key social channels: LinkedIn and Twitter are key channels for professional and media
audiences. Focus resource on crafting content that reaches communities where your audience will be.
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Use video: All posts should include imagery where possible. Videos and GIFs receive 10x more engagement
than text-based posts. Subsequently, posts with tailored videos receive even higher engagement rates.
Quality over quantity: Switch to a ‘less-is-more’ approach focusing resource on engaging materials
that are syndicated into multiple posts, optimised for different segments of your audience. • Pay-toplay: Maximise the opportunity for audiences to view posts by using targeted advertising to reach key
demographics that organic posts struggle to reach.
Community is more important than ever and so digital media provides powerful solutions for organisations
to continue to tell their story and maintain strong relationships.
Outside of our key recommendations it also worth noting the below tools.
WhatsApp: Once viewed as a purely personal App, WhatsApp has since grown into a powerful marketing
and communications tool. Great for setting up groups and immediately updating small communities.
Microsoft Teams: Aforementioned for internal meetings, but worth also noting that its integration with
wider plug-ins (Wikipedia, Adobe and Salesforce), allows for a potentially powerful collaboration solution
across teams.
Social Media Advertising: If you are looking to reach wider audiences in a consumer space, Facebook
advertising offers you access to both Facebook and Instagram communities that align with your key
audience characteristics.
Google Display Network: Easily the most powerful advertising tool on the web, offering advertising
space across websites around the world. If you are looking to engage specific demographics the GDN
can provide you with a platform to reach new and existing audiences efficiently and cost-effectively
Ultimately, strategies should follow the below principles:
Plan and prepare: Ensure that digital communication is at the heart of your strategy as your associates
and stakeholders move to a more agile working model.
Maintain brand exposure: It is important to continue communication with your network and transition
usual workflows to relevant digital technology.
Be careful with messaging around epidemic: Audiences are naturally concerned about the epidemic
and therefore brands should be sensitive with any messaging that refers to COVID-19. Messaging should
be centred around meaningful and authentic content.
Design content with news-feeds in mind: As Digital Media becomes the primary source of information,
social and news-feeds will occupy most of the online-user time.
Utilise wider tools: The downside of digital media is that it can be relatively anonymous. Embrace more
personal apps and technology such as WhatsApp and video conferencing to maintain relationships.
‘Digitise’ content: Format content to suit digital communities by creating videos, creative content and
targeted advertising.

Next article overleaf: The age old question of tech & privacy
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5. THE AGE OLD QUESTION OF TECH & PRIVACY
By Euan Ryan

There is an ongoing debate regarding the level to which
tech will help enable the easing of lockdown restrictions by
providing digital contact tracing capabilities. Indeed, tracing
is central to the Government’s exit strategy ambitions, with
Health Secretary Matt Hancock saying that “test, track and
trace” would be key to easing restrictions and protecting
against a second infection peak. The desire for such a
tool has subsequently achieved what many would have
previously believed completely implausible: Apple and
Google working together.
However, the debate around efficacy is compounded by a
discussion over the potential impact on privacy and civil
liberties. 300 academics from across the globe co-signed a
letter earlier this week, highlighting the risk of creating tools
that enable “large-scale data collection on the population”
at a later date. Indeed - right on cue - French Digital Minster
Cedric O recently called for the removal of certain privacy
protections to enable the sharing of data with public health
authorities.
Of course, one would have thought that no EU-based solution would infringe upon its strict GDPR
restrictions. But the debate echoes a wider discussion on the impact of COVID-19 and the stringent
response measures put in place. A Government mandated lockdown, enforced by the police, would have
previously been seen as an unthinkable infringement of civil liberties, but unprecedented events care little
for our previous norms and ideologies, and such action has seen widespread public support. In building
a contact tracing app, politicians and companies must respect such concerns and ensure any temporary
deviations from existing privacy norms and laws are just that; temporary.

6. LISTEN AGAIN: Q1 DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS
REVIEW WEBINAR
By James Donald

The Cicero/AMO digital team recently hosted a webinar
reviewing digital communications in Q1 of 2020, picking
out our favorite campaigns that made a splash at the start
of the year, exploring how lockdown is affecting the digital
communications industry, and how social networks have
responded trying to inform their users and stop the spread
of COVID-19.
You can watch the webinar here (presentation starts 6
minutes in).

Next article overleaf: ICYMI and not to be missed
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7. ICYMI AND NOT TO BE MISSED
•

•

Out with the old, in with the New New New Labour: Newly appointed Labour leader Keir Starmer
wasted no time in reforming the shadow front bench in his own ‘soft-left’ image. With it, he has put
in place a formidable Shadow DCMS team, with Jo Stevens as Shadow Secretary and Chi Onwurah
as Shadow Minister for Digital (jointly with BEIS). This structure is a far-cry from the previous shadow
department, wherein Tom Watson and Liam Byrne did little to assert Labour’s tech credentials.
The BEIS knees: On the backbenches, high profile Labour MPs are also jostling for the coveted
Chairmanship of the BEIS Select Committee after former Chair Rachel Reeves was appointed Shadow
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster. Darren Jones – who has built a name for himself as an ally of
the tech sector having co-chaired the Parliamentary Commission on tech ethics – is up against Labour
stalwart Angela Eagle and campaigning legend Stella Creasy.

All things FinTech: As we all know, many of those events, receptions and conferences we had looked
forward to have been forcibly cancelled. However, the clever bunch at Innovate Finance, the FinTech trade
body, have been quick to reinvent their hugely successful annual Global Summit, which is now taking
place virtually across a series of webinars, podcasts and digital roundtables until 1 May. The Summit
kicked off last week but there are many sessions still available, so sign up now to hear from leading
speakers in the tech and FinTech arena.
Cicero/AMO events: Cicero/AMO has adapted its established event series for the WFH-era, holding
conference calls with key Government Ministers, regulators, and politicos. Over the past two weeks,
we’ve had City Minister John Glen, former DCMS Secretary Baroness Nicky Morgan, and Interim CEO
of the FCA Chris Woolard on the line, and we’re expecting more big names over the coming weeks. See
below for our current line up:
Conference call with Rachel Maclean MP, Under Secretary of State, Department for Transport
Thursday 23 April, 09:00-10:00
To register, click here
Conference call with Andrew Bowie MP, Vice-Chair, Conservatives
Thursday 30 April, 09:00-10:00
To register, click here
Conference call with Anneliese Dodds MP, Shadow Chancellor of the Exchequer
Wednesday 6 May, 10:00-11.00
To register, click here
Other events in the near future have also hastily been rescheduled to virtual sessions. Here’s a few,
we think you’ll enjoy:
TechUK: How edge computing holds the key to industry 4.0 (Click here)
Tuesday 28 April 2020
NAB Show Express 2020 (Click here)
Wednesday 13 and Thursday 14 May 2020
TechUK: Exploring the convergence of edge computing, cloud and AI (Click here)
Tuesday 12 May 2020
TechUK: Cyber Security for Connected Autonomous Vehicles (Click here)
Wednesday 20 May 2020

Cont. overleaf
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WeAreTechWomen Virtual Annual Conference (Click here)
Friday 26 June 2020
THINK Cybersecurity for Government (Click here)
Friday 26 June 2020

GET IN TOUCH...
To discuss any of the issues raised in this newsletter or to find out how Cicero/AMO
can help support your organisation, please contact a member of the team below:
Kris Makuch
Director of Digital
Kris.Makuch@cicero-group.com
Luke Seaman
Director of FinTech
Luke.Seaman@cicero-group.com
James Donald
Social Media Manager
James.Donald@cicero-group.com
Euan Ryan
Senior Account Executive
Euan.Ryan@cicero-group.com
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